
Dear All,  

 

Just a quick word to share the latest news about JDemetra+: 

 

 

JDemetra+ on-line documentation  

  

We have published a new release today. Although the content is far 

from being comprehensive, you will find: 

 

 a new chapter on benchmarking and temporal disaggregation 

 a revised structure, with smaller chapters for improved 

navigation 

 clearer illustrations. For the Graphical User Interface related 

chapters, they are up to date with version 3.1.1, and 

differences with version 2.2.4 are highlighted. 

 visual tools, like panels allowing to easily spot differences 

between version 2 and version 3 

 better cross linking, good searchability 

 a nicer pdf format with dynamic links, available here  

 

Missing content will be progressively uploaded in the coming weeks.  

 

 

 

 

 

R ecosystem 

 

The R ecosystem keeps growing you can check updates, improved "README's", 

documentation and latest releases at https://github.com/rjdemetra 

 

A new package has been added recently: rjd3providers designed for "Wrangling 

data providers".  

 

Historically, portability has been an issue when working with workspaces. Now you 

can, among other things, cleanly update your data path (whatever the input format) 

and still refresh your data while moving your workspaces. 

 

We will organize a webinar dedicated to the latest features of the R packages for 

JDemetra+, with a special focus on workspace manipulation, probably in the first 

week of February 2024. Then, we will provide code chunks and demos. 

 

More on this in the next newsletter. 

 

 



Reminder: Workshop coming up 

 

A Workshop on Time Series Analysis and Statistical Disclosure Control 

Methods for Official Statistics will be held at OECD on December 14th and 

15th. Hybrid format. 

If you want to attend (in presence or remotely) you need to register here:  

 

https://forms.office.com/e/3c817rYFjd 

 

 

We would be delighted to meet you there! 
 

 

 

 

Resources on JDemetra  

 

 Online documentation : https://jdemetra-newdocumentation.netlify.app/ 

 Blog: https://jdemetra-universe-blog.netlify.app/ 

   You Tube Channel: https://www.youtube.com/@TSwithJDemetraandR 

 

 

All the best, 

 

Anna Smyk and Tanguy Barthelemy 

 
 


